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Stable-Isotope Labeling Using 
 Cell-free Protein Synthesis

Introduction 
In recent years, technological advances have made it 
possible to produce a wide variety of eukaryotic and 
prokaryotic proteins in large quantities by using the 
cell-free protein synthesis system (CF). In addition  
to the conventional E. coli, rabbit and wheat germ  
cell extract-based systems, the new CF is based on 
eukaryotic cell extracts that have been developed. 
There has been a growing need for protein expression 
methods optimized for a high-throughput format to 
prepare an extremely large number of protein samples 
in an efficient and rapid way. The CF is especially 
suitable for such needs because it is easily adapted to 
automated and / or high-throughput procedures. 
Structural genomics and proteomics projects have 
adopted the CF (for example, (Yokoyama, 2003)). The 
CF has widely become regarded as one of the most 
useful protein expression methods. In our group, the 
Escherichia coli cell extract-based coupled transcrip-
tion-translation CF is now one of the most routinely 
used expression methods. More than 1,300 NMR 
structures and 250 X-ray structures of proteins / protein 
domains have already been determined using the CF  
as the protein production method.

Large-scale Production
The low productivity problem of the CF has been solved 
by the modification of the reaction conditions (for  
example, (Yabuki et al., 1998)) and the development of 
the continuous method (Spirin et al., 1988), which is  
a major technological breakthrough in the CF. The 
continuous exchange CF, that is, the dialysis-mode CF  
is the most popular format for both small-scale and 
large-scale productions (Kigawa et al., 2007). The CF 
reaction mixture in the dialysis tube is dialyzed against 
the external solution containing substrates of transcrip-
tion and translation, such as amino acids and nucleotide 
triphosphates. Protein production usually continues for 
several hours to overnight, and the productivity reaches 
more than 7 mg protein/mL of reaction mixture by  
ten hours of incubation, for CAT protein (Kigawa et al., 
2007). Reaction scale is from 1 mL internal / 10 mL 
external format to 9 mL internal / 90 mL external format 
with almost the same productivity per reaction mixture 
volume if the proportion of the surface area of the 
dialysis tube to the reaction volume is kept at optimum.

One of the major advantages of the CF is that PCR-
amplified linear DNA fragments can be used as a 
template, and therefore, protein production can be 

achieved without any cloning procedures. A simple 
modification of the cell extract preparation protocol, 
just by altering the cultivation temperature of the cells 
to a moderately lower range (20 – 34 °C), drastically 
reduced the linear DNA degradation activity in the cell 
extract. As a result, even the large-scale production 
using the dialysis system can be performed with 
PCR-amplified template with sufficient productivity 
(Seki et al., 2008).

Automation
As mentioned above, the CF is easily adapted to 
automated and / or high-throughput procedures. The 
fully automated CF-based protein production system 
has been developed in various formats. One of the 
systems can perform the PCR reaction for template 
generation (Yabuki et al., 2007), the batch mode CF 
reaction (30 µL), and, optionally, the fluorescence 
measurement of GFP-fused product for 768 samples  
at the same time within 9 hours (Kigawa et al., 2007). 
Another system that integrates the dialysis mode CF 
(1 mL of internal solution) and the affinity purification 
can prepare 96 kinds of purified proteins in milligram 
quantities within a half day (Aoki et al., 2009). Nearly 
20,000 protein samples using the dialysis CF with the 
PCR-amplified linear DNA template were prepared, and 
then their NMR spectra were successfully measured 
(Kigawa et al., 2007).

Uniform Stable-Isotope Labeling
Amino acid selective or uniform labeling can be, in 
principle, achieved by simply replacing the amino acid(s) 
of interest in the CF reaction mixture with labeled 
one(s). The CF requires potassium ions for efficient 
translation and potassium L-glutamate is usually used 
as the potassium ion source (Kigawa et al., 1995). 
However, high concentration of potassium L-glutamate 
is not suitable for stable-isotope labeling (uniform or 
glutamate-selective). Alternatively, the CF that uses 
potassium D-glutamate as the potassium ion source 
(D-Glu system) was developed to achieve highly 
productive CF suitable for stable-isotope labeling 
(Matsuda et al., 2007). More than one thousand 
uniformly 13C/15N-labeled proteins from higher eukary-
otes, such as human, mouse and Arabidopsis, have 
been prepared by using the D-Glu system. The NMR 
spectra of these proteins were of sufficient quality for 
structural analyses. The stereo-array isotope labeling 
(SAIL) method (Kainosho et al., 2006), which is 
expected to expand the molecular size limit of NMR 
spectroscopy, is one of the applications of ‟uniform” 
stable-isotope labeling using the CF.

Purified SI-labeled amino acids are conventionally used 
for uniform labeling (Kigawa, 2010). Instead of using 
them, a less expensive SI-labeled algal amino acid 
mixture (AAAM), produced from an acid hydrolysate  
of an SI-enriched algal protein biomass, can be used  
to reduce the labeling cost. However, the SI-labeled 
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asparagine, glutamine, cysteine and tryptophan, which 
are not contained in the hydrolysate and much more 
expensive than the other 16 amino acids, are still 
required (Kigawa et al., 1999). Therefore, the cost of 
SI-labeling using the CF strongly depends on that of the 
SI-labeled acid-sensitive 4 amino acids. These 4 amino 
acids can be generated from inexpensive sources, such 
as SI-labeled AAAM, SI-labeled indole and sodium 
sulfide, during the CF reaction by taking advantage of 
endogenous metabolic conversions (Yokoyama et al., 
2010). As compared with the conventional method, 
employing 20 kinds of purified SI-labeled amino acids, 
highly enriched uniform SI-labeling with similar labeling 
efficiency was achieved at a greatly reduced cost.

Perdeuteration is generally required for analyses of 
larger proteins. Extremely high-level perdeuteration, 
which is generally difficult using the conventional In 
Vivo production, was achieved by using the CF with 
perdeuterated amino acids (Etezady-Esfarjani et al., 
2007). However, all of the reagents, including the E. coli 
cell extract, were prepared with 2H2O, because the 
deuterium dilution of the non-labile hydrogens at the 
α-and β-positions in certain amino acids occurred in  
the conventional 1H2O-based CF. It was reported that 
non-labile hydrogen exchange in amino acids was 
catalyzed by pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP) requiring 
enzymes. By simply adding inhibitors of the PLP-requir-
ing enzymes, the 1H2O-based CF with perdeuterated 
amino acids can prepare the perdeuterated protein 
(Yokoyama et al., 2011).

Amino-Acid Selective Stable-Isotope 
 Labeling
Amino-acid selective SI-labeling has been widely used 
to solve the problems of low sensitivity and spectral 
overlapping in NMR spectroscopy, and moreover, it has 
become crucial for tackling higher molecular weight 
proteins and their complexes. The CF especially enables 
the selective labeling of almost any type of amino acid 
with modest isotopic scrambling and dilution (for 
example (Kigawa et al., 1995), except for certain amino 
acids, such as aspartic acid, asparagine, serine and 
alanine. By simply suppressing endogenous metabolic 
reactions in the CF with their chemical inhibitors; 
aminooxyacetate, D-malate, L-methionine sulfoximine, 
S-methyl-L-cysteine sulfoximine, 6-diazo-5-oxo-L-nor-
leucine, and 5-diazo-4-oxo-L-norvaline, precise and 
complete amino-acid selective labeling was achieved 
(Yokoyama et al., 2011). This SI-labeling technique, with 
no scrambling and dilution of labels, will significantly 
contribute to NMR analyses of large and complicated 
biological systems because the precision and complete-
ness of the SI-labeling are beneficial to newly developed 
SI-labeling strategies. Suppressing amino acid metabo-
lism also contributes to the increased labeling efficiency 
and thus reduces the cost of SI-labeling to some extent.

The methyl-selective protonation of isoleucine, leucine 
and valine residues has also expanded the molecular 
size limit of NMR spectroscopy (Tugarinov and Kay, 
2003). Recently, structure determination of a nearly 
400-residue protein was successfully achieved using  
the methyl-selective protonation samples prepared  
by the CF.

Site-directed Stable-Isotope Labeling
Site-directed stable-isotope labeling drastically 
simplifies the observation and resonance-assignment 
procedures for a specified amino acid residue of 
particular interest, and will therefore be useful, for 
example, in analyzing local structures of large proteins 
and protein-protein interactions. The site-directed 
incorporation of unnatural amino acids has been 
achieved by the CF involving amber (codon UAG) 
suppression (Noren et al., 1989). By using almost the 
same procedures, site-directed (Tyr32) incorporation  
of SI-labeled tyrosine into Ras protein was achieved  
and then its 1H–15N HSQC spectrum was successfully 
measured (Yabuki et al., 1998). The site-directed 
incorporation of an SI-labeled amino acid other than 
tyrosine is possible if the aminoacylated suppressor 
tRNA is available.

Membrane Protein
The CF is now considered as a suitable method for 
membrane protein production for structure analysis in 
order to overcome major restrictions of conventional In 
Vivo production (Shimono et al., 2009, Sobhanifar et al., 
2010, Nguyen et al., 2010). In addition to the general 
advantages of the CF, such as avoidance of toxicity and 
proteolysis, the membrane proteins can be directly 
integrated into membrane cotranslationally for func-
tional folding. 

Future Prospects
The CF still has enough room for modification and 
improvement in order to achieve more sophisticated 
SI-labeling of proteins. In combination with the novel 
NMR methods, it is expected to further expand the 
potential of biomolecular NMR.
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iPE Kit Performance
The iPE Kit is a quick and efficient system for the 
production of large, isotopically labeled proteins for 
structural analysis. This cell-free system has been 
streamlined for ease of use, high yield, and minimal 
production time. It is capable of producing high quality, 
labeled proteins with quantities up to 5 mg/mL in less 
than ten hours. The following HSQC and process 
schematic demonstrate the ease of use and capabilities 
of the product.

iPE Kit
The In Vitro Protein Expression (iPE) Kit (Prod. No. 
767816) is a cell-free protein synthesis system 
composed of E. coli cell extract, T7 RNA polymerase, 
ATP regeneration system and other additional compo-
nents. A transcription / translation coupled reaction 
occurs in the internal solution. Substrates and energy 
components are continuously supplied from the 
external solution to the internal solution via a dialysis 
membrane. Throughout the reaction, inhibitory 
by-products in the internal solution are diluted into the 
external solution. These processes allow for a signifi-
cant amount of protein to be synthesized for up to 16 
hours. This 1 mL reaction system is designed for 
synthesizing protein quantities in amounts up to several 
milligrams.

The iPE Kit Contains:
• 1 mL of Internal Solution

• 10 mL of External Solution

• Dialysis Cup
Note: Internal and External solutions are comprised of the same 
primary components with the internal solution also containing E. coli 
cell extract, T7 Polymerase, tRNA, and creatine kinase.

Stable Isotope labeled amino acids are NOT included in this kit. Each 
kit is meant for a single use only. 

Key Features
• High-throughput (mg quantities in < 10 hours)

• High yield (up to 5 mg/mL)

• High deuteration rate (up to 97 atom %) 

• Plasmid and linear DNA can be used as template DNA

• Minimized isotope scrambling

• Transcription / translation coupled system

• Less pipetting

• Easy co-expression

Applications
•  Preparation of protein samples for NMR structural 

analysis

• Deuterated protein production for neutron diffraction

• Expression of toxic proteins
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Process Schematic

iPE-SS Kit
The iPE-SS Kit (Prod. No. 797006) is a protein 
synthesis system that utilizes E. coli cell extract. It 
allows easy and efficient protein expression by simply 
adding circular DNA or linear DNA as template DNA, 
which enables transcription of mRNA with T7 RNA 
polymerase. This is a kit which is improved for the 
synthesis of extracellular secretory proteins such as 
cytokines and antibodies. This kit is suitable for the 
synthesis of stable isotope labeled disulfide-containing 
proteins.

iPE-SS Kit Contains:
• 685 mL of Internal solution

• 7.25 mL of External solution

• 1 mL of Natural-Amino acid mixture solution

• 50 mL of Control DNA pUC-BAP*

• 1.2 mL of 50 mM Glutathione oxidized form: (GSSG)

• 1.2 mL of 50 mM Glutathione reduced form: (GSH)

• Dialysis membrane cup
*Note: Stable isotope labeled amino acid mixtures are not included  
in this kit. Please use the separately sold stable isotope labeled amino 
acids mixtures available from ISOTEC® Stable Isotopes.  
Aldrich.com/Isotec (Prod. No. 767964; 767972; 771031)

Express alkaline phosphatase (BAP) is derived from E. Coli.

1H-15N HSQC spectrum of 13C / 15N-labeled 
Ras (Y32W) protein expressed by iPE

Image supplied by NMR Pipeline Application Research Team,  
RIKEN Systems and Structural Biology Center.

Ribbon structure of the Ras protein.

iPE-Quick Kit
The iPE-Quick Kit (Prod. No. 767824) is used as a 
confirmation kit that enables the researcher to check 
the expression of the target protein before using the  
iPE kit to synthesize stable Isotope labeled proteins. 
This kit allows for easy and efficient protein expression 
that occurs by using both unlabeled amino acids and 
either circular or linear DNA as a template for transcrip-
tion of mRNA with T7 RNA polymerase.

iPE-Quick Kit Contains:
• 1 mL of Quick Solution

• 50 μL of Control DNA (pUC-CAT) (10 μg/mL)
Note: This kit is not for stable Isotope labeling of proteins. Quick 
solution contains non-labeled amino acids. The Control DNA is for 
expression of  chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT).
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1.  Dispense Quick solution into a tube after thawing, 
and then add template DNA.

2.  React for one hour at 37 °C.

3.  Cool the tubes on an ice bath to terminate the 
reaction.
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Labeled Amino Acids
ISOTEC® Stable Isotopes offers uniformly labeled amino 
acids and amino acid mixtures as well as a unique 
collection of selectively labeled amino acids for use with 
the iPE Kit. 

Uniformly Labeled Amino Acids

Description D 15N 13C 13C,15N 15N, D 13C,15N, D

L-Alanine 485845* 332127 489875 489883 — 749834*

L-Arginine 776408* 600113 643440 608033 — 750018*

L-Asparagine 672947 485918 588695 608157 636673 750131*

L-Aspartic Acid 489980* 332135 604852 607835 572519* 682268*

L-Cysteine 701424* 609129 — 658057 752738* 749982*

L-Glutamic Acid 616281* 332143 604860 607851 643874 749850*

L-Glutamine 616303* 490032 605166 607983 570737 749990*

Glycine 175838 299294 283827 489522 592617 749974*

L-Histidine — 574368 722871 608009 — 750158*

L-Isoleucine — 609013 — 608092 — 749923*

L-Leucine 492949* 340960 605239 608068 — 749915*

L-Lysine 616214* 609021 643459 608041 — 749907*

L-Methionine  — 609242 — 608106 — 749893*

L-Phenylalanine 490148* 490105 795844 608017 — 749885*

L-Proline — 608998 604801 608114 — 749842*

L-Serine — 609005 604887 608130 — 749877*

L-Threonine 701432* 609099 677604 607770 — 749869*

L-Tryptophan — 574600 — 574597 — 749931*

L-Tyrosine — 332151 492868 607991 — 749958*

L-Valine 486027* 490172 758159 600148 — 749966*

*Only non-exchangeable positions are deuterated.

Dr. Kigawa has recently used a series of selectively 
labeled amino acids to produce labeled proteins for 
structure determination. These amino acids and other 
custom amino acids are available upon request.

Process Schematic

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1.  Add stable isotope labeled amino acid mixture 
solution, glutathione solution, and template DNA  
to the ‟Internal solution”.

2.  Add stable isotope labeled amino acid mixture 
solution and glutathione solution to the ‟External 
solution” container. 

3.  Transfer ‟Internal Solution” into dialysis membrane 
cup and insert into ‟External solution” container.

4.  Place the ‟External solution” container vertically 
inside the incubator on a stir plate and set at 30 °C. 
Let the reaction take place for 4 to 16 hours.

5.  Collect ‟Internal solution” from the dialysis mem-
brane cup and cool the tubes on an ice bath to 
terminate the reaction.
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Cell Free Amino Acid Mixtures
These amino acid mixtures contain all 20 amino acids in 
quantities that result in 20 mM of each amino acid when 
dissolved in 1 mL of aqueous solution.

Algal Amino Acid Mixtures
These amino acid mixtures contain 16 amino acids and 
are extracted from an algal source. These mixtures are 
deficient in glutamine, asparagine, cysteine and 
tryptophan.

Description Isotopic Purity Prod. No.

Amino Acid Mixture-15N 98 atom % 15N 608947

Amino Acid Mixture-13C 98 atom % 13C 426199

Amino Acid 
 Mixture-13C,15N

98 atom % 13C
98 atom % 15N

487910

Amino Acid 
 Mixture-15N,D*

98 atom % 15N
97 atom % D

596906

Amino Acid 
 Mixture-13C,15N,D*

98 atom % 13C
98 atom % 
97 atom % D

607649

*Only non-exchangeable positions are deuterated.

Custom Synthesis to Enhance Biomolecular  
NMR Research

L-Isoleucine-5-13C,3-methyl-d3,2,3,4,4,5-d5,15N

H2D13C

D D D

OH

OD CD3

15NH2

Description Isotopic Purity Prod. No.

Amino Acid Mixture-15N 98 atom % 15N 767972

Amino Acid 
 Mixture-13C,15N

98 atom % 13C
98 atom % 15N

767964

Amino Acid 
 Mixture-13C,15N,D*

98 atom % 13C
98 atom % 15N
97 atom % D

771031

*Only non-exchangeable positions are deuterated.

Specifically labeled compounds are used to probe 
certain complexities within Biomolecular NMR research. 
Our custom synthesis approach is to understand your 
research needs and  
design molecules that achieve your research objectives. 

Our custom synthesis capabilities include:

• Product consultation and design

• Expertise in complex, multi-step syntheses

• On-site production capabilities

• Project management with transparent communication

•  We can meet your custom synthesis requirements  
and shorten your research timeline
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